1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Coronavirus disease (COVID-19), caused by SARS-CoV-2, has been declared as a global pandemic by WHO that almost collapsed the healthcare systems in many of the countries [@b1], [@b2]. The mortality rate is increasing alarmingly throughout the world demanding an early response to diagnose and prevent the rapid spread of this disease. Because of having no specific drugs and treatments, the situation has become frightening to billions of individuals [@b3]. Symptoms ranging from dry cough, sore throats, and fever to organ failure, septic shock, severe pneumonia, and Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome (ARDS) are detected from COVID-19 patients [@b2]. Reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR), the most commonly used diagnostic test of COVID-19, suffers from low sensitivity in early stages with elongated test period assisting further transmission [@b4]. Furthermore, the extreme scarcity of this expensive test kit [@b5] exacerbating the situation. Hence, a chest scan such as X-rays and Computer tomography (CT) scans are prescribed to all individuals with potential pneumonia symptoms for faster diagnosis and isolation of the infected individuals. With a serious shortage of experts, while having large similarities of COVID-19 with traditional pneumonia, an artificial intelligence (AI) assisted automated detection scheme can be a significant milestone towards a drastic reduction of testing time.

In [@b6], [@b7], CT scans are used with deep learning-based systems for automated COVID-19 pneumonia detection. Though CT scans provide finer details, X-rays are quicker, easier to take, less injurious and more economical alternative. However, due to the scarcity of COVID-19 X-rays, it is extremely difficult to train a very deep network effectively. Hence, transfer-learning can be a viable solution in this circumstance that have been widely adopted in many recently proposed COVID-19 detection schemes [@b8], [@b9], [@b10], [@b11]. Yet, the traditional scheme of transfer-learning that uses established deep networks pre-trained on the ImageNet database for transferring its initial learning cannot be a good choice as the characteristics of COVID-19 X-rays are solely different from images intended for other applications. To the best of our knowledge, no established method has been yet reported to utilize chest X-rays for the challenging task of separating pneumonia patients with traditional viral/bacterial infection from COVID-19 patients that contains significantly overlapping features.Fig. 1The complete workflow is represented schematically. In the training phase, a larger non-COVID X-ray database is used to train CovXNet. Predictions from different CovXNet architectures for different resolutions of X-rays are optimized through a stacking algorithm. In the transfer learning phase, a smaller COVID/non-COVID X-ray database is used to train the additional fine-tuning layers of the modified CovXNet. In the testing phase, prediction of class along with localization of significant portion in test X-ray is provided by the stacked modified CovXNet.

In this paper, an efficient scheme is proposed utilizing relevant available X-ray images for training an efficient deep neural network so that the trained parameters can be effectively utilized for detecting COVID-19 cases even with very smaller size of available COVID-19 X-rays. At first, instead of using other traditional databases used for disparate applications, a larger database containing X-rays from normal and other non-COVID pneumonia patients are used for transfer learning. A deep neural network is proposed, named as CovXNet, to detect COVID-19 from X-rays, which is built from a basic structural unit utilizing depthwise convolutions with varying dilation rates to incorporate local and global features extracted from diversified receptive fields. Furthermore, a stacking algorithm is developed that utilizes a meta-learner to optimize the predictions of different forms of CovXNet operating with different resolutions of X-rays and thus covering diverse receptive fields. Next, the initially trained convolutional layers are transferred directly with some additional fine-tuning layers to train on the smaller COVID-19 X-rays along with other X-rays. This modified network incorporates all its initial learning on X-rays into further exploration of the COVID-19 X-rays for proper diagnosis. Moreover, a gradient-based localization is integrated for further investigation by circumscribing the significant portions of X-rays that instigated the prediction. Intense experimentations of the proposed methods exhibit significant performance in all traditional evaluation metrics.

2. Methodology {#sec2}
==============

The workflow of the proposed method is schematically shown in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. As pneumonia caused by COVID-19 contains a high degree of similarity with traditional pneumonia from both clinical and physiological perspectives [@b12], [@b13], transferring knowledge gained from a large number of chest X-rays collected from normal and other traditional pneumonia patients can be an effective way to utilize smaller COVID-19 X-rays for extracting additional features. Therefore, in the initial training phase, a larger database containing X-rays collected from normal and other non-COVID viral/bacterial pneumonia patients are used for training the proposed CovXNet. Here, after pre-processing, different resolutions of input X-rays are deployed to separately train different CovXNet architectures. Afterward, a stacking algorithm is employed to optimize the predictions of all these networks through a meta-learner. As the convolutional layers are optimized to extract significant spatial features from X-rays, weights of these layers are directly transferred in the transfer learning phase. Next, a smaller database containing COVID-19 and other pneumonia patients are used to train the additional fine-tuning layers integrated with the CovXNet. Finally, in the testing phase, this trained, fine-tuned, stacked modified CovXNet is employed to efficiently predict the test X-ray image class. Moreover, a gradient-based localization algorithm is used to visually localize the significant portion of X-ray that mainly contribute to the decision.

Fig. 2Proposed structural units. Here, $\mathbf{h}$, $\mathbf{w}$, and $\mathbf{c}$ denote the height, width and no. of channels of the feature map, respectively, while '$\mathbf{k}$' stands for kernel size, '$\mathbf{s}$' for strides and '$\mathbf{f}$' for number of filters in the convolution. In depthwise convolution, dilation rate will be varied from $\mathbf{1}$ to '$\mathbf{m}$'.Fig. 3Dilated Convolution for different dilation rates with kernel size $\left( \mathbf{3} \times \mathbf{3} \right)$ are encompassing different receptive areas. With increased dilation rate, the receptive area also gets bigger, though kernel size is kept unchanged.

2.1. Preprocessing {#sec2.1}
------------------

The collected X-rays pass through minimal preprocessing to make the testing process faster and easier to implement. Images are reshaped to uniform sizes followed by min--max normalization for further processing with the proposed CovXNet.

2.2. Proposed structural units {#sec2.2}
------------------------------

Two structural units are proposed, as shown in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, which are the main building blocks of the proposed CovXNet architecture. Depthwise dilated convolutions are efficiently introduced in these units to effectively extract distinctive features from X-rays to identify pneumonia.

As the features of pneumonia can be very localized (consolidated) or diffusely distributed over a larger area of the X-rays, it is necessary to incorporate features from different levels of observations [@b12], [@b14], [@b15]. In [@b16], dilated convolution is introduced to broaden the receptive field of the convolution without increasing the total number of parameters of kernels by increasing dilation rates. This process is presented visually in [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. Various features extracted from different convolutions with varying dilation rates will integrate more diversity in the feature extraction process.

Moreover, traditional convolution can be divided into depthwise convolution followed by a pointwise convolution that makes the process extremely computationally efficient [@b17]. In depthwise convolution, i.e. a spatial convolution, each input channel is individually filtered by separate filters without combining them. Afterward, a pointwise convolution, i.e. traditional convolution with 1 × 1 windows, is performed for projecting the inter-channel features into a new space. $$\text{DepthwiseConv}\left( W,y \right)_{(i,j)} = \sum\limits_{k,l}^{K,L}W_{(k,l)} \odot y_{(i + k,j + l)}$$$$\text{PointwiseConv}\left( W,y \right)_{(i,j)} = \sum\limits_{m}^{M}W_{m} \odot y_{(i,j,m)}$$

In the proposed structural units, depthwise dilated convolutions along with pointwise convolutions are introduced efficiently. Firstly, the input feature map undergoes through a pointwise convolution to project the inter-channel information into a broader space. Following that, numerous depthwise convolutions are performed with different spatial kernels with varying dilation rates starting from dilation rate of $1$ to a max-dilation rate of $m$. The value of $m$ is adjusted according to the shape of the input feature map for covering the necessary receptive area. Hence, these depthwise convolutions are extracting spatial features from various receptive fields ranging from very localized features to broader perspective generalized features. Thereafter, all these variegated features go through another pointwise convolution to merge these inter-channel features into a constricted space.

In the proposed residual unit, as shown in [Fig. 2(a)](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, this pointwise--depthwise--pointwise convolutional mapping is set to fit a residual mapping by adding the output with the input feature map. This type of residual learning, introduced in [@b18], is used to capture the identity mapping that helps to produce a very deep network without overfitting. If the proposed residual mapping is denoted by $R$ with input tensor $X$ such that $\left. X\mapsto R\left( X \right) \right.$, the final output mapping $F$ can be represented as $\left. F:X\rightarrow\quad\left\lbrack X + R\left( X \right) \right\rbrack \right.$. These residual units can be stacked in more numbers to produce a deeper network.Fig. 4Schematic of the Proposed CovXNet architecture optimized for input shape $\mathbf{(128,128,1)}$. Each residual unit is replicated for '$\mathbf{d}$' times. With decreasing feature map dimension, maximum dilation rate is reduced in both the residual and shifter units to adjust the smaller receptive area.Fig. 5Individually optimized networks are stacked together by using the meta-learner for obtaining more-optimized predictions. This meta-learner explores the predictions of different individual networks to achieve the most optimized outcome.

In the proposed shifter unit, as presented in [Fig. 2(b)](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, the input feature map undergoes through some dimensional transformations. Firstly, the depth of the input feature map is increased by $4$ times to introduce more processing for spatial reduction. Later, the spatial dimensions are halved through strided depthwise convolution instead of traditional pooling operation as it loses positional information [@b5]. Such spatial reduction helps to broaden the receptive field for further processing to introduce more generalization. Finally, the depth of the output feature map is doubled in the final pointwise convolution to increase the filtering operations in later stages.

2.3. Proposed CovXNet architecture {#sec2.3}
----------------------------------

The residual and shifter units are the main building blocks of the proposed CovXNet architecture, as shown in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. Firstly, the input image undergoes convolutions with broader kernels to process the information with the larger receptive area. The following convolution introduces some dimensional transformation. Afterward, it passes through a series of residual units. Depth of this stack of residual learning $\left( d \right)$ can be increased to produce a deeper network. Shifter units are incorporated in between such stacks to introduce dimensional transformation to generalize the extracted the information further. However, the maximum dilation rate $\left( m \right)$ of each residual unit is determined based on the dimension of the input feature map. For processing larger features, $m$ is set to be higher to increase the maximum receptive area of the residual unit accordingly to encompass more variations in the extracted features. Finally, the processed feature map passes through global average pooling followed by some densely connected layers before providing final prediction. Moreover, the rectified linear unit (Relu) is instigated after each convolution for non-linear activation with batch normalization to make the convergence faster.

2.4. Stacking of multiple networks {#sec2.4}
----------------------------------

The proposed CovXNet architecture can be optimized for input images with different resolutions by adjusting the number and maximum dilation rates of the structural residual and shifter units. Such introduced architectural variations with changing resolutions of X-rays will force these networks to explore the information content from different levels of observations. Though with the reduction of the resolution, information content of an image decreases, it insists the network on focusing the generalized features by broadening receptive area. In the proposed scheme, a stacking algorithm is incorporated to learn the generalizability of these networks by optimizing their predictions to produce a more accurate final prediction. This step can be considered as a meta-learning process and it is schematically presented in [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}.

Firstly, total training data is divided into two portions: one for training all the individual networks, while other for training the meta-learner. Next, all the individual networks are trained separately with the resized representations of input images. These networks analyze the data from different perspectives for proper prediction. After being properly optimized, these networks are used to generate a prediction on the other portion of data kept for meta learner training. Finally, the meta learner is being optimized by exploring the predictions of all the individual networks to generate the final output. This approach offers the meta learner to optimize the analysis by inspecting diversified viewpoints. As the meta learner deals with the predictions of individually optimized networks, a very small portion of training data is used to train the meta-learner. Hence, shallow neural networks along with other traditional machine learning techniques can be utilized to build the meta-learner. Implementational details of the whole process are given in Algorithm 1.

Fig. 6Proposed Transfer learning scheme on CovXNet for fine tuning with small number of images. Pre-trained convolutional layers trained on non-COVID X-rays are directly transferred. Two additional convolutional layers along with the densely connected layers are fine tuned with the smaller database formed with the COVID-19 X-rays.

2.5. Proposed transfer learning method on novel corona virus data using CovXNet {#sec2.5}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

As the CovXNet is optimized for analyzing X-rays using very deep architectures with a large number of convolutional layers, this knowledge can be effectively transferred to learn the representation of novel COVID-19 X-rays. This scheme is presented in [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. All the convolutional layers including all residual and shifter units that were initially trained on non-COVID X-rays are directly transferred with their pre-trained weights. Additionally, two more convolutional layers are integrated at the bottom for fine-tuning. Afterward, a traditional global pooling layer with a series of densely connected layers are also incorporated for training. As very few images of COVID-19 X-rays are available, it is difficult to train very deep architecture using them. Nevertheless, as most of the pre-trained convolutional layers are directly utilized without further training, very few parameters need to be fine-tuned for the newly integrated layers.

2.6. Network training and optimization {#sec2.6}
--------------------------------------

The network is trained by back propagation algorithm with $L_{2}$ regularization to minimize the cross entropy loss function $\left( \mathcal{L} \right)$, which is given by, $$\mathcal{L}\left( W \right) = - \frac{1}{n}\left\lbrack {\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{n}\sum\limits_{k = 1}^{K}y_{k}^{(i)}\ln\left( h_{w}\left( x^{(i)} \right) \right)_{k} + \left( 1 - y_{k}^{(i)} \right)\ln\left( 1 - \left( h_{w}\left( x^{(i)} \right)_{k} \right) \right)} \right\rbrack\quad + \,\frac{\lambda}{2n}\sum\limits_{w}w^{2}$$ where $W$ denotes the weight vector, $y_{k}^{(i)}$ is the actual level, $h_{w}\left( x^{(i)} \right)_{k}$ is the predicted output at $k_{th}$ node of output for $i_{th}$ input and $\lambda$ is the regularization parameter to reduce overfitting.

The weight $w_{j}$ of the $j_{th}$ layer is updated by Adam optimizer [@b19] at time t with learning rate $\eta$, which is given by, $$w_{t + 1}^{j} = w_{t}^{j} - \eta\frac{v_{t}}{\sqrt{s_{t} + \epsilon}} - \times g_{t}$$ $$\text{where,~}v_{t} = \beta_{1} \times v_{t - 1} - \left( 1 - \beta_{1} \right) \times g_{t}$$$$s_{t} = \beta_{2} \times s_{t - 1} - \left( 1 - \beta_{2} \right) \times g_{t}^{2}$$

Here, $g_{t}$ is gradient at time $t$, $v_{t}$ and $s_{t}$ are the exponential average of gradients and squares of gradients along $w_{j}$, respectively, and $\beta_{1}$ and $\beta_{2}$ are the two hyperparameters.

For multi-class prediction, softmax classifier is used for normalizing the probability vector $\ell\quad$for any input while sigmoid activation is used for the binary case to normalize the probability prediction $x$ and these are given by, $$\text{softmax}\left( \ell_{i} \right) = \frac{\exp\left( \ell_{i} \right)}{\sum\limits_{c = 1}^{C}\exp\left( \ell_{c} \right)}$$$$\text{sigmoid}\left( x \right) = \frac{1}{1 + e^{- x}}$$

Fig. 7Sample X-ray images of normal, viral, bacterial and COVID-19 caused pneumonia patients are shown.Fig. 8Multi-class validation accuracy in different training epochs is shown for different resolutions of inputs. With the increase in resolution, trend of validation accuracy becomes higher over the epochs.Fig. 9Effect of using proposed stacking algorithm in the initial training phase: Stacking provides considerable rise of accuracy compared to each individual network operating on different resolutions of X-rays in all the tasks.

3. Results and discussions {#sec3}
==========================

In this section, the performances of the proposed schemes are presented with the visual interpretations of the spatial localization from clinical perspectives. Different cases are analyzed with COVID-19 X-rays to explore the robustness of the method. Finally, some state-of-the-art methods for pneumonia detection along with some traditional networks are also compared.

3.1. Database {#sec3.1}
-------------

One of the datasets used in this study is a collection of total $5856$ images consisting $1583$ normal X-rays, $1493$ non-COVID viral pneumonia X-rays and $2780$ bacterial pneumonia X-rays collected in Guangzhou Medical Center, China [@b20]. Another database containing $305$ X-rays of different COVID-19 patients is collected from Sylhet Medical College, Bangladesh which is also verified by expert radiologist panel. Finally, a smaller balanced database is created combining all the COVID-19 X-rays with equal number of normal, viral, bacterial pneumonia X-rays (305 X-rays in each class) that are employed for the transfer learning phase (sample images are shown in [Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). The rest of the X-rays (Normal, viral, bacterial pneumonia) are utilized for the initial training phase. In both these phases, five fold cross validation scheme is employed for the evaluation of the proposed method.

3.2. Experimental setup {#sec3.2}
-----------------------

Different hyper-parameters of the network are chosen through experimentation for better performance. Intel® Xeon® $D - 1653N$ CPU \@2.80 GHz with $12$M Cache and $8$ cores along with $48$ GB RAM is used for experimentation. For hardware acceleration, $1$ x NVIDIA RTX $2080$ Ti GPU having with $4608$ CUDA cores running $1770$ MHz with $24$ GB GDDR6 memory is deployed. Numerous traditional metrics of classification tasks are used for evaluating the performance of the proposed architectures, such as accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, area under curve (AUC) score, precision, recall, and F1 score.

Fig. 10Effect of using proposed stacking algorithm in the transfer learning phase: Although moderate accuracy is achieved for COVID-19/Viral pneumonia classification due to overlapping of features, use of the proposed stacking algorithm results in relatively satisfactory performance.Fig. 11Effect of the choice of meta-learner in stacking: Though each one provides some improvement, Xgboost and RandomForest meta-learner provide considerably significant improvement compared to others in most of the tasks.Fig. 12Multi-class confusion matrices are shown before and after stacking. Sensitivity is lower for COVID-19 and viral cases compared to normal and bacterial pneumonia due to overlapping of features. Through stacking, sensitivity can be increased for all the classes.

3.3. Performance evaluation {#sec3.3}
---------------------------

At the initial training phase, the network is optimized for the normal and other non-COVID viral/bacterial pneumonia X-rays. Different combinations of output classes are experimented for analyzing the inter-class relationships. As the CovXNet architecture is highly scalable to adjust the receptive area depending on the input data, performance with different resolutions of images are experimented with targeting different classes of pneumonia. From the multi-class validation accuracy plot for different resolutions over the training epochs, as shown in [Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}, it can be observed that the networks with a higher resolution of X-rays lead over smaller ones throughout all the epochs. Nevertheless, the smallest representation still provides comparable performance that indicates the higher generalizability of the proposed CovXNet which can still perform well with very small-scale of information. As a result, utilizing images of different resolutions in the proposed meta-learner, the prediction accuracy is further improved, as shown in [Fig. 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}. It is clearly observed that the meta-learner optimizes the predictions generated from a different level of data representation and provides a significant rise in accuracy for all types of classifications. As different optimized networks are analyzing the data from diversified perspectives, optimizing all of these predictions through additional meta-learner provides a more generalized decision.

After completing the initial training on non-COVID X-rays, these highly optimized convolutional layers are transferred to train with a smaller database containing COVID-19 X-rays. In this transfer learning phase, COVID-19 X-rays are experimented with different output classes of normal/traditional pneumonia through fine-tuning of the additionally added layers. Similar to the initial training phase, an additional meta-learner is trained to optimize the predictions obtained from different variants of modified CovXNet that are optimized for different resolutions of input X-rays. The performance of these individually trained networks along with the performance obtained after stacking with meta-learner is shown in [Fig. 10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}. As COVID-19 caused pneumonia contains a significant overlap of features with other viral pneumonia [@b12], [@b13], it is difficult to isolate these two categories. Hence, comparably smaller accuracy is noticeable for separating COVID-19 and other viral pneumonia X-rays. However, due to significant variations of features between COVID-19 and normal/bacterial pneumonia X-rays [@b25], [@b26], higher accuracy is obtained in such cases. Moreover, stacking with meta-learner provides improved performance in all the classification tasks relating to COVID-19. For example, stacking provides 2.2% improvement of accuracy with respect to the best performing individual network in COVID-19/Normal classification. However, this improvement of accuracy may vary depending on the type of supervised classifier to be used in the meta learner phase. For experimentation, different classifiers are tested, such as Xgboost, random forest, decision tree, SVM, KNN, logistic regression and Gaussian naive bias algorithm. Improvement of performance with different meta-learners are shown in [Fig. 11](#fig11){ref-type="fig"} for different classification tasks. Xgboost and RandomForest algorithm provide the best performance as these learners provide prediction after further ensembling of several boosting and bagging algorithms, respectively.Table 1Performance comparison of the proposed method with other state-of-the-art approaches in non-COVID pneumonia detection.TaskMethodsAccuracy (%)AUC score (%)Precision (%)Recall (%)Specificity (%)F1 score (%)Normal/\
PneumoniaProposed**98.199.498.0**98.5**97.998.3**Residual91.296.490.795.984.193.4Inception88.792.688.994.180.291.1VGG-1987.290.785.691.177.989.3[@b21]95.799.095.198.391.596.7[@b22]92.896.8--93.290.1--[@b23]96.499.393.3**99.6**----Viral/\
Bacterial\
PneumoniaProposed**95.197.694.9**96.1**94.395.5**Residual89.592.488.396.978.192.4Inception85.890.684.593.872.188.9VGG-1983.288.581.191.371.786.6[@b21]93.696.292.0**98.4**86.095.1[@b22]90.794.0--88.690.9--Normal/\
Viral/\
Bacterial/\
PneumoniaProposed**91.794.192.992.1**93.6**92.6**Residual86.388.586.388.593.587.4Inception81.184.675.484.986.278.9VGG-1979.883.174.582.983.477.9[@b21]**91.7**93.891.790.5**95.8**91.1Table 2Performance comparison of the proposed method with other traditional networks on COVID-19 and other pneumonia detection.TaskMethodsAccuracy (%)AUC score (%)Precision (%)Recall (%)Specificity (%)F1 score (%)COVID/\
NormalProposed**97.496.996.397.894.797.1**Residual92.191.290.493.489.291.9Inception89.584.389.187.783.288.4VGG-1985.382.786.383.979.985.1COVID/\
Viral\
PneumoniaProposed**87.392.188.187.485.587.8**Residual80.478.981.179.377.180.2Inception78.275.576.87975.477.9VGG-1972.167.770.974.769.372.8COVID/\
Bacterial\
PneumoniaProposed**94.795.193.594.493.393.9**Residual84.280.386.783.582.485.1Inception83.179.982.285.283.683.7VGG-1977.275.573.380.371.476.8COVID/\
Viral/\
Bacterial\
PneumoniaProposed**89.690.788.590.387.689.4**Residual82.179.881.580.378.580.9Inception84.383.181.485.980.883.7VGG-1979.177.576.580.777.278.6COVID/\
Normal/\
Viral/\
BacterialProposed**90.291.190.889.989.190.4**Residual82.380.782.779.580.781.1Inception82.979.880.684.382.482.5VGG-1980.878.577.481.678.179.5Table 3Performance comparison of the proposed scheme with other state-of-the-art approaches on COVID-19 and other pneumonia detection.WorkAmount of chest X-raysArchitectureAccuracy (%)Ozturk et al. [@b24]125 COVID-19 ＋ 500 No findingDarkCovidNet98.08125 COVID-19 ＋ 500 Pneumonia\
＋ 500 No finding87.02Wang et al. [@b8]53 COVID-19 ＋ 5526 Non-COVIDCOVID-Net92.4Ioannis et al. [@b9]224 COVID-19 ＋ 700 Pneumonia\
＋ 504 NormalVGG-1993.48Sethy et al. [@b10]25 COVID-19 ＋ 25 Non-COVIDReNet-50/SVM95.38Narin et al. [@b11]50 COVID-19 ＋ 50 Non-COVIDResNet-5098Proposed305 COVID-19 ＋ 305 NormalStacked\
Multi-resolution\
CovXNet97.4305 COVID-19 ＋ 305 Viral Pneumonia87.3305 COVID-19 ＋ 305 Bacterial pneumonia94.7305 COVID-19 ＋ 305 Viral Pneumonia\
＋ 305 Bacterial pneumonia89.6305 COVID-19 ＋ 305 Normal ＋ 305 Viral\
Pneumonia ＋ 305 Bacterial Pneumonia90.3

The multi-class confusion matrix is provided in [Fig. 12](#fig12){ref-type="fig"}. As expected, due to a high degree of overlapping features, a few COVID-19/viral cases exhibit misclassification. However, very satisfactory performance is obtained for other classification cases. However, recall of all of the classes can be improved further by incorporating the meta-learner through the stacking of different networks.

The performance of the proposed schemes in the initial training phase on non-COVID X-rays is compared with other existing approaches in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}. Here, the performance of different traditional architectures [@b18], [@b27], [@b28], developed for other computer vision applications, are compared with our proposed CovXNet. Additionally, performance of some state-of-the-art AI-based pneumonia detection schemes [@b21], [@b22], [@b23] are also compared. Rajraman et al. [@b21], Kermany et al. [@b22], and Chouhan et al. [@b23] utilized conventional transfer learning schemes using pre-trained networks on ImageNet database for traditional pneumonia detection. The proposed schemes outperform most other approaches by a considerable margin.

In [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}, the performance of the proposed CovXNet is compared with other traditional networks on COVID-19 and other types of pneumonia detection. It can be observed that the proposed CovXNet architecture provides significantly better performance in different classification tasks handling with COVID-19 X-rays compared to other traditional architectures. Moreover, in [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}, the proposed method is compared with other existing state-of-the-art approaches for COVID-19 detection from X-rays. As the proposed schemes utilized all the non-COVID X-rays in the initial learning phase, final training and evaluation is carried out on the separated balanced database containing X-rays of COVID patients. Ozturk et al. [@b24] proposed a deep neural network based approach without applying transfer learning strategies. Whereas, Wang. et al. [@b8], Ioannis et al. [@b9], Sethy et al. [@b10], and Narin et al. [@b11] used traditional networks with conventional transfer learning scheme from ImageNet database. In most of these cases, the obtained result is biased due to the small amount of COVID-19 X-rays. It should be noticed that the proposed schemes provide consisting performance in different combinations of classification with balanced set of data. Moreover, the larger number of non-COVID X-rays are properly utilized for initial training phase that is effectively transferred for diagnosing COVID-19 and other pneumonias in the final transfer learning phase.

Fig. 13Process of gradient weighted class activation mapping (Grad-CAM): Gradient of the target output class with respect to the final feature map is used to from a coarse localization of significant portions.Fig. 14Significant portions of the test X-rays that instigate the decision are localized by imposing the activation heatmap obtained from CovXNet.

3.4. Discriminative localization obtained by proposed CovXNet {#sec3.4}
-------------------------------------------------------------

Gradient-based class activation mapping (Grad-CAM) algorithm [@b29] is integrated with the proposed CovXNet to generate the class activation mapping for localizing the particular portion of the X-rays that mainly instigated the decision, as shown in [Fig. 13](#fig13){ref-type="fig"}. By superimposing the heatmap with the input X-rays, such localizations are studied further to interpret the learning of the network from the clinical perspective. In [Fig. 14](#fig14){ref-type="fig"}, some of the X-rays with imposed localization are shown. Following findings are summarized:

•In normal X-rays, no kind of opacity is present that isolates the normal patients from all kinds of pneumonia patients having some form of opacities [@b14], [@b15], [@b30]. In [Fig. 14](#fig14){ref-type="fig"}, it is observed that no significant region is localized for normal X-rays. As it is more distinguishable, it is easier to isolate from other patients.•By carefully examining the heatmaps generated for traditional viral pneumonia, it can be observed that our model has localized regions with bilateral multifocal ground-glass opacities (GGO) along with patchy consolidations in some of the cases. Additionally, some localized regions contain diffused GGOs and multilobar infiltrations. These localized features are also commonly approved radiological features of traditional viral pneumonia [@b4], [@b12], [@b14], [@b30].•In the case of bacterial pneumonia, the localized activation heatmaps are mainly involving opacities with consolidation on lower and upper lobes. Additionally, there is also the involvement of both unilateral and bilateral along with peripheral. According to [@b14], [@b15], these features mainly represent bacterial pneumonia.•According to [@b12], [@b13], there are lots of similarities between COVID-19 and traditional viral pneumonia both demonstrating bilateral GGOs along with some patchy consolidations. Some more likely features of COVID-19 caused pneumonia are reported in [@b12], [@b13], [@b25], [@b26], such as peripheral and diffuse distribution, vascular thickening, fine reticular opacity along with the conventional viral-like ground-glass opacities. By carefully examining the generated heatmap from some of the COVID-19 infected X-rays ([Fig. 14](#fig14){ref-type="fig"}), it is distinguishable that peripheral and diffuse distribution of such opacities is diagnosed. Moreover, vascular thickening is also localized for some of the cases along with other traditional viral features.

Therefore, the radiological features extracted and localized by the proposed CovXNet provide substantial information about the underlying reasons for pneumonia. This type of localization can assist the clinicians to analyze the prediction obtained from the proposed scheme. All these findings are verified by expert radiologists for detailed investigation from the clinical perspective.

One major challenge is the scarcity of COVID-19 X-ray images which causes few misclassifications as well as some scattering in gradient-based localizations out of the region of interest. Our proposed transfer learning scheme has exploited the few available COVID-19 X-rays effectively. Moreover, this model can be made more accurate and robust through the incorporation of more data. The proposed scheme is highly adaptive and the CovXNet can be more finely tuned in the transfer learning phase with additional COVID-19 X-rays. Further research should be carried out with more diversified data for a thorough investigation of the clinical features of COVID-19. An amalgamation of clinical data and other radiographic findings can substantially improve the accuracy of diagnosis.

4. Conclusion {#sec4}
=============

A deep neural network architecture namely CovXNet is proposed to efficiently detect COVID-19 and other types of pneumonia with distinctive localization from chest X-rays. Instead of using traditional convolution, efficient depthwise convolution is used with varying dilation rates that integrates features from diversified receptive fields to analyze the abnormalities in X-rays from different perspectives. To utilize the small number of COVID-19 X-rays, a larger database is utilized containing X-rays from normal and other traditional pneumonia patients for initially training the deep network. Due to significant overlapping characteristics between COVID-19 and other pneumonia, by transferring the initially trained convolutional layers with some additional fine-tuning layers, a very satisfactory result is obtained with a smaller database containing COVID-19 X-rays. Moreover, it is observed that a stacking algorithm provides additional performance improvement by further optimizing predictions obtained from different variations of CovXNet that are primarily optimized with various resolutions of input X-rays. Furthermore, a generated class activation map provides discriminative localization of the abnormal zones that can assist to diagnose the variations of clinical features of pneumonia on X-rays. The performance of these schemes can be improved further by integrating more sample X-rays of COVID-19 patients for training in the transfer learning phase. Experimental results obtained from extensive simulations suggest that it can a very effective choice for faster diagnosis of COVID-19 and other pneumonia patients. Moreover, the proposed CovXNet is highly scalable with enormous receptive capacity that can also be employed in varieties of other computer vision applications.
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